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Abstract This paper presents a novel three-dimensional autonomous entry guidance for relatively

high lift-to-drag ratio vehicles satisfying geographic constraints and other path constraints. The

guidance is composed of onboard trajectory planning and robust trajectory tracking. For trajectory

planning, a longitudinal sub-planner is introduced to generate a feasible drag-versus-energy profile

by using the interpolation between upper boundary and lower boundary of entry corridor to get the

desired trajectory length. The associated magnitude of the bank angle can be specified by drag

profile, while the sign of bank angle is determined by lateral sub-planner. Two-reverse mode is

utilized to satisfy waypoint constraints and dynamic heading error corridor is utilized to satisfy

no-fly zone constraints. The longitudinal and lateral sub-planners are iteratively employed until

all of the path constraints are satisfied. For trajectory tracking, a novel tracking law based on

the active disturbance rejection control is introduced. Finally, adaptability tests and Monte Carlo

simulations of the entry guidance approach are performed. Results show that the proposed entry

guidance approach can adapt to different entry missions and is able to make the vehicle reach

the prescribed target point precisely in spite of geographic constraints.
� 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

As a primary focus of entry technology, entry guidance is
concerned with steering the vehicle to the designated target

with prescribed conditions while satisfying all necessary path
constraints in spite of the internal and external disturbances
of system. Path constraints are usually designed for the sake
of vehicle’s safety and operation and the typical ones include

heating rate, aerodynamic load and dynamic pressure which
would present a great challenge for entry guidance design.
Moreover, when it comes to the relatively high lift-to-drag

ratio L=D entry vehicles, the large longitudinal phugoid oscil-
lations of the gliding trajectory further increase the difficulty in
designing effective flight control systems which are usually
based on aerodynamic control effectors. As a result, large

longitudinal phugoid oscillations are needed eliminating.1

Furthermore, the relatively high L=D vehicles possess a capa-
bility of lateral maneuvers without power. Additional flight
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mission requirements such as flying over specified waypoints
and avoiding prescribed no-fly zones may be introduced to
the long-range maneuverable hypersonic entry vehicles. To

be more specific, waypoints are predetermined positions for
multiple payload deployments or reconnaissance missions,
and no-fly zones are exclusion zones that cannot be passed

for threat avoidance or due to geopolitical problem.2 The way-
points and no-fly zones are collectively referred to geographic
constraints. Jorris and Cobb3,4 first optimized the entry trajec-

tory that satisfied geographic constraints for the hypersonic
cruise vehicle (HCV) in a two dimensional platform and
extended the approach into the three-dimensional models for
common aero vehicle (CAV). Zhao and Zhou5 presented a

multi-phase technique based on Gauss pseudo-spectral method
to generate an optimal reentry trajectory satisfying geographic
constraints. The development of pseudo-spectral method

makes it possible to optimize the entry trajectory subject to
typical path constraints onboard.6–8 Furthermore, some novel
fast trajectory planning methods are developed from the previ-

ous idea.8,9 Xie et al.2,10 proposed two trajectory planning
methods considering geographic constraints based on the equi-
librium glide assumption and drag-versus-energy profile,

respectively. However, both of the planning methods have
not been extended to entry guidance algorithm.

Generally, the entry guidance algorithm can be grouped into
two categories: guidance using predictor–corrector and

guidance using reference trajectory.11 The predictor–corrector
guidance predicts the terminal condition employing analytical
or numerical propagations and adjusts the design parameters

so that the errors of terminal constraints can be corrected.
The guidance algorithm enjoys the main advantage of little
need for a pre-stored reference trajectory but enlarge the diffi-

culty for predictor–corrector guidance in enforcing various
path constraints strictly.12,13 Joshi et al.14 proposed a predic-
tor–corrector guidance considering typical path constraints.

Moreover, for the aforementioned high L=D entry vehicles, a
unique phenomenon is that the entry trajectory is prone to large
oscillations. To eliminate those oscillations, Xu et al.15 com-
bined a predictor–corrector guidance with Quasi-Equilibrium

glide condition (QEGC) which made the generated trajectory
smooth, but also enabled the guidance to enforce typical path
constraints. Lu et al.1,16 presented an effective feedback com-

pensation in conjunction with the predictor–corrector guidance
algorithm to eliminate phugoid oscillations.

For guidance using reference trajectory, guidance algorithm

comprises a trajectory planner and a trajectory tracker. Shuttle
entry guidance17,18 uses drag acceleration as a surrogate con-
trol variable. The drag acceleration profile can be mostly
designed offline according to trajectory optimization algo-

rithm, while minor online adjustments are also utilized to mol-
lify predicted down-range errors. The required downrange is
obtained under the assumption that the vehicle flights on a

great circle arc to the target point. The drag tracking law spec-
ifies the magnitude of a bank angle, while the sign of bank
angle is determined by a heading error corridor. With great

success in application, shuttle entry guidance has become a
baseline approach for many entry vehicles. Mease et al.19 pre-
sented a reduced-order entry trajectory planning method

which was also based on drag acceleration profile. Since the
strategy combines the longitudinal and lateral motion, the tra-
jectory planning methods realize large crossrange entries. Saraf
et al.20 developed Mease’s method and presented the design
and performance assessment of evolved acceleration guidance
logic for entry (EAGLE). Leavitt and Mease21 presented

trajectory planner by constructing a more easily tracked drag
profile using interpolation, meanwhile the planner possessed
near-maximum downrange and crossrange capabilities. With

the aid of the QEGC, Shen and Lu22,23 introduced the
altitude-versus-velocity profile and divided entry trajectory
into initial descent phase, quasi-equilibrium glide phase and

pre-TAEM phase. Li et al.24 proposed a unified analytical
expression to describe the three typical path constraints, which
greatly simplified the reference trajectory design.

The trajectory tracker follows the reference trajectory

profile during flight. Shuttle entry guidance employs a gain-
scheduled proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control logic
to track the reference trajectory.17 However, PID is problem-

atic for tedious gain scheduling and tuning issues. As a result,
Mease25 and Lu26 et al. introduced guidance laws based on
feedback linearization and Morio et al.27 proposed general

guidelines for the application of flatness theory to the entry
guidance. The trajectory tracker can also be designed by opti-
mal control theory. Dukeman28 utilized linear quadratic regu-

lator theory to track the reference profile. This method treated
the trajectory-tracking problem as a regulation problem in the
state space about the reference trajectory. Since the online
computational burden associated with solving Riccati differen-

tial equation is an impediment for applications of the method,
Lu29 introduced a method that is based on the approximate
state and control at discrete time points to avoid the online

integration of the Riccati differential equation. Similarly,
the indirect Legendre pseudo-spectral method30,31 and the
generating function method32,33 are also efficient numerical

algorithms capable of freeing the equation solving from online
integration.

Active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) proposed by

Han34 is an emerging nonlinear control algorithm. ADRC
inherits the quality of PID but combines with nonlinear con-
trol strategy. Vincent’s tests35 show that ADRC control makes
a significant improvement over the PID control under the same

conditions. ADRC control method employs an extended state
observer (ESO) that can precisely estimate the internal and
external disturbances of the system and dynamically compen-

sate the system accordingly. That makes the control method
not depend on the accurate mathematical of the unknown
object model. Compared to PID, ADRC outstands with more

static and dynamic performance, strong robustness and
adaptability.

The overall objective of this study is to develop a novel
three-dimensional autonomous entry guidance considering

the geographic constraints. In this paper, the feasible reference
trajectory is designed onboard based on drag-versus-energy
plane and the trajectory tracking method is designed based

on ADRC. The other parts of this paper are organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the entry dynamics and the
constraints for the entry guidance problem. Section 3 presents

the strategy of the rapid entry trajectory planner. Then a novel
tracking law for altitude tracking based on ADRC is presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, the performance of the proposed

guidance method is assessed by numerical adaptability tests
and Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 6.
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2. Preliminary

2.1. Translational equations of motion

A group of nonlinear differential equations governs entry
dynamics. With the time t as an independent variable, the

dimensionless form of the three-dimensional (3-D) point mass
dynamic equation of an entry vehicle over a spherical rotating
Earth can be written as

_x ¼ dx

dt
¼ fðx; uÞ ð1Þ

where the state vector x ¼ ½r; h;/;V; c;w� and the control vector
u ¼ ½a; r�. r is the radial distance from the Earth center to the

vehicle, h the longitude, / the latitude and V the magnitude of
Earth relative velocity. The flight path angle c is the angle
between the Earth relative velocity vector and the local horizon-
tal plane, and the heading angle w is the angle between the pro-

jection of same velocity vector on the local horizon plan and
local longitude line, measured from the north in the clockwise
direction. Moreover, the control variables used are angle of

attack a and bank angle r, the latter is defined as the angle from
the vertical upward direction to the lift vector, positive to right.

In dimensionless form, time, length, velocity, acceleration,

angular rate, mass and density are normalized by tS, lS, VS,
aS, xS, mS and qS, respectively. These dimensionless quantity
is modeled using Eq. (2):

ftS; lS;VS; aS;xS;mS; qSg
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
re=g0

p
; re;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0re

p
; g0;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0=re

p
;mV;mV=r

3
e

n o
ð2Þ

where mV is the mass of vehicle, re the equatorial radius of

Earth, g0 ¼ l=r2e and l the planet’s gravitational constant.

The non-conventional energy E is defined as10

E ¼ V2=2� 1=r ð3Þ
If the Earth-rotation term of _V in Eq. (1) is ignored, we can

get

dE=dt ¼ �VD ð4Þ
where D describes the dimensionless form of the drag acceler-
ation. The non-conventional energy E decreases along with the
trajectory given the assumption D P 0 and V P 0 in the defi-
nition. Since time is not typically a critical parameter in guid-

ance problem, the monotonically decreasing variable E should
be treated as an appropriate independent variable of the entry
dynamic equations for trajectory planning.

The dimensionless form of 3-D equations of Eq. (1) can be
rewritten with E as independent variable as follows20:

r0 ¼ � sin c
D

ð5Þ

h0 ¼ � cos c sinw
Dr cos/

ð6Þ

/0 ¼ � cos c cosw
Dr

ð7Þ

V0 ¼ 1

V
� l

VDr2
sin c� x2

er

VD
cos/ðsin c cos/� cos c cosw sin/Þ

ð8Þ
c0 ¼ � L

V2D
cos rþ l

r2
� V2

r

� �
cos c

V2D
� 2xe

VD
sinw cos/

� x2
er cos/

V2D cos c
ðcos c cos/þ sin c cosw sin/Þ ð9Þ

w0 ¼ � L

V2D cos c
sinr� cos c sinw tan/

Dr
� 2xe

VD
ðsin/

� tan c cosw cos/Þ � x2
er

V2D cos c
sinw sin/ cos/ ð10Þ

where ð�Þ0 denotes dð�Þ=dE, xe describes the dimensionless
form of the angular rate of the Earth-rotation, L means the
dimensionless form of the lift acceleration, and lift is rotated

by the bank angle. Note that V can also be obtained by
Eq. (3) without integrating over non-conventional energy of
Eq. (8). The control variable r appears explicitly in the
equations of motion, whereas another control variable a
appears through D and L. The drag acceleration D and the lift
acceleration L take the form of

D ¼ 1

2
qV2 Sref

m
CDða;MaÞ ð11Þ

L ¼ 1

2
qV2 Sref

m
CLða;MaÞ ð12Þ

where Sref is the dimensionless form of the reference area and
m refers to the dimensionless form of the mass of the vehicle,
CD and CL stand for drag and lift coefficients, respectively.

Both of the coefficients depend on the angle of attack a and
Mach number Ma. In this paper, CD and CL are obtained by36

CD ¼ 0:16721� 0:01853Maþ 0:00151a

þ0:00074Ma2 � 0:00045Maaþ 0:00081a2
ð13Þ

CL ¼ �0:04702� 0:00673Maþ 0:05071a

þ0:00042Ma2 � 0:00096Maaþ 0:00043a2
ð14Þ

q is the dimensionless form of the atmospheric density that can

be given according to an exponential function of altitude

q ¼ q0 exp � r� re
hs

� �
ð15Þ

where q0 refers to the dimensionless form of density at the

reference radius re, and hs is the dimensionless form of the
constant scale height.

2.2. Crossrange and downrange

As shown in Fig. 1, Oðh0;/0Þ is the intersection of the Earth’s
surface and the connecting line that connects entry interface

(EI) and the center of the Earth. Tðhf;/fÞ is the target point
andEðhe;/eÞ is the current position of the vehicle. t0f is the angle
between the tangent of great circle arc OT and the line of longi-

tude at O. t0e is the angle between the tangent of great circle arc
OE and the line of longitude at O. Both t0f and t0e are measured
from north in clockwise direction. The downrange RD and the

crossrange RC for vehicle’s current state can be obtained by

sinRC ¼ sin b0e sinðt0f � t0eÞ ð16Þ

cosRD ¼ cos b0e= cosRC ð17Þ
where b0e is the length of the great circle arc OE.



Fig. 1 Schematic map of downrange and crossrange.
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2.3. Path and terminal constraints

The upper limits of the stagnation point heating rate _Q, the
dynamic pressure q and the aerodynamic load n are given by

_Q ¼ c _Qq
0:5V3:15ðm0:5

V g1:5750 r0:075e Þ 6 _Qmax ð18Þ

q ¼ 0:5qV2ðmVg0r
�2
e Þ 6 qmax ð19Þ

n ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2 þD2

p
6 nmax ð20Þ

where c _Q is a vehicle dependent constant, _Qmax, qmax; and nmax

are the maximum accept values of heating rate, dynamic

pressure and aerodynamic load, respectively. All of the three
typical path constraints above are considered as rigid
constraints.

The flight path angle c is small and varies slowly for the
major portion of gliding entry trajectory. Assuming
cos c ¼ 1, c0 ¼ 0 and r ¼ 0 in Eq. (9) and ignoring the

Earth-rotation term, we can obtain

L� 1

r2
þ V2

r
P 0 ð21Þ

The entry vehicle does not pose a risk if the inequality
constraint is invalid, which serves to reduce the phugoid
oscillations in altitudes along with the entry trajectory.22

Hence, the constraint does not need enforcing strictly and

the zero-bank QEGC is usually employed as a soft constraint.
Note that the assumptions cos c ¼ 1 and c0 ¼ 0 are only
employed to deduce QEGC.

The geographic constraints comprise waypoints constraints
and no-fly zone constraints. Waypoints are the predetermined
positions for the missions of multiple payload delivery or

reconnaissance. In this study, the longitude and latitude of
the waypoints are constraints; however, time, control vari-
ables, altitude, velocity, flight path angle and heading angle

are not considered as constraints. If Bðhb;/bÞ is the point at
entry trajectory that is at the minimum distance from the way-
point Aðha;/aÞ, the constraint for the waypoint A can be
expressed as

jhb � haj 6 eh; j/b � /aj 6 e/ ð22Þ
where eh and e/ are the preselected small positive values.
No-fly zones are the exclusion zones that cannot be passed
for threat avoidance or due to geopolitical restrictions. In this
study, the no-fly zones are specified as the circular exclusion

zones with infinite altitudes. If the central position of one
no-fly zone is ðhc;/cÞ and the radius is rc, the constraint for
the no-fly zone can be expressed as

ðh� hcÞ2 þ ð/� /cÞ2 > r2c ð23Þ
where ðh;/Þ is a point at the entry trajectory. Note that the
unit of rc is in radians.

The typical final condition for an entry trajectory is that the
trajectory reaches a position at a specified distance s�f .

1 In other

words, the terminal radial distance rðtfÞ, the terminal velocity
VðtfÞ and the great-circle range to the target point sðtfÞ are
specified by

rðtfÞ ¼ r�f ð24Þ

VðtfÞ ¼ V�
f ð25Þ

sðtfÞ ¼ sðh�f ;/�
f Þ ¼ s�f ð26Þ

where the great-circle range s refers to a function of longitude

and latitude.
Control variables and angular rates of control variables are

considered as constraint in this study. a, r, _a and _r are all

restricted within a certain range of values. Therefore, the con-
trol variables can be modeled as

a 2 ½amin; amax�; r 2 ½rmin; rmax�j _aj 6 j _ajmax; j _rj 6 j _rjmax ð27Þ

where the subscripts ‘‘min” and ‘‘max” denote the minimum
and maximum acceptable values, respectively.

3. Trajectory planning approach

The boundaries of entry corridor can be determined uniquely
once the angle of attack a is specified. In this study, the nom-

inal angle of attack is scheduled as piecewise linear functions of
velocity and can be expressed as

a ¼
a1 V P V1

a1 þ a1�a2
V1�V2

ðV� V1Þ V1 > V > V2

a2 V 6 V2

8><
>: ð28Þ

where V1, V2, a1, a2 are the parameters of the angle of attack

profile. The vehicle dependent entry corridor in drag-versus-
energy plane is designed offline. With the determination of
nominal angle of attack by Eq. (28), the inequality constraints
of Eqs. (18)–(20) can be converted into drag acceleration con-

straints. The maximum and minimum boundaries of the D–E
corridor DmaxðEÞ and DminðEÞ are given by

DmaxðEÞ ¼ minfD _QðEÞ;DqðEÞ;DnðEÞg
DminðEÞ ¼ DQEGCðEÞ ð29Þ

where D _Q, Dq and Dn represent the drag acceleration con-

straints corresponding to the maximum heating rate, dynamic

pressure and aerodynamic load, respectively. DQEGC describes

the drag acceleration constraints for zero-bank QEGC.
Since this study does not address the problem of selecting a

feasible entry target, it assumes that a solution to the
trajectory-planning problem exists. The objective of the



Fig. 2 Relative position between EI and first geographic

constraint.
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proposed trajectory planner is to generate a feasible trajectory
onboard that meets the boundary conditions and the path
constraints and also fulfills the equations of motion with the

nominal models.
The entry trajectory is divided into two phases: the initial

descent phase and the glide phase. The trajectory in each phase

features distinctive characteristics. For the initial descent
phase, QEGC is not valid and the vehicle rarely possesses
lateral mobility. For glide phase, the atmospheric density

becomes relatively high and the lift is sufficient for lateral
maneuver that could satisfy the geographic constraints. The
interface between the two phases is named as the transition
point.

3.1. Initial descent phase

In the initial phase of entry flight, the zero bank QEGC is not

valid because the atmospheric density is too low such that the
aerodynamic lift cannot afford the weight of vehicle to main-
tain its flight path angle. Starting from the EI, the glide entry

vehicle needs to descend and enter the entry corridor. The
nominal angle of attack profile modeled using Eq. (28) and a
suitable constant bank angle r0 are used to integrate non-

conventional energy of Eqs. (5)–(10). The appropriate magni-
tude of r0 is determined by starting from zero and increasing
the magnitude by a fixed increment progressively until both
the flight constraints and the transition conditions are satisfied.

The transition point between the initial and glide phases takes
the form

dr=dV� ðdr=dVÞQEGC

��� ��� 6 eQEGC ð30Þ

where eQEGC is a preselect small positive value, dr=dV ¼
�V sin cðDþ g sin cÞ, and ðdr=dVÞQEGC is the slope of the

QEGC and the current point ðr;VÞ and it can be obtained

by differentiating the QEGC with respect to V.
The sign of initial bank angle r0 is determined as follows.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), if the first geographic constraint is a
waypoint, the initial sign of bank angle can be specified as

signðr0Þ ¼ �signðw0 � tWP1Þ ð31Þ
where w0 is the initial heading angle and tWP1 is the angle
between the connecting line and the line of longitude at EI.
The connecting line refers to the line that connects EI and

the first waypoint. As shown in Fig. 2(b), if the first geographic
constraint refers to the no-fly zone, the initial sign of bank
angle can be modeled as

signðr0Þ ¼ �signðw0 � tA1Þ ð32Þ
where tA1 refers to the angle determined by the tangent line of
the first no-fly circle zone intersecting the longitude line at EI.
In addition, tA1 is measured from the north in clockwise

direction.

3.2. Glide phase

To facilitate the presentation, it assumes that the energy is

normalized as

~E ¼ E� E0

Ef � E0

ð33Þ
In the above equation, E is the non-conventional energy of
the current state. E0 and Ef stand for the initial non-

conventional energy and terminal non-conventional energy,

respectively. Thus ~E equals 0 in the initial state and equals 1
in the state of the target point.

3.2.1. Longitudinal sub-planner

A longitudinal sub-planner is designed to specify the drag-
versus-energy profile online to meet the path and terminal con-
straints including trajectory length, terminal altitude, terminal

magnitude of velocity, heating rate, aerodynamic load,
dynamic pressure and QEGC. One of the most significant
objectives in the drag planning is to achieve the downrange

of a target point. If the reference drag acceleration profile
Dref is specified, the trajectory length S can be obtained by

S ¼ �
Z

1

Drefð ~EÞ
dE ð34Þ

Motivated by the computing time, we employ interpolation
to obtain the reference drag profile. Ref. 21 indicates that the
trajectory generated from drag interpolation is feasible to suf-

ficient accuracy if both the lower and upper drag profiles are
associated with feasible trajectories. A weighted combination
of minimum and maximum drag profiles is used to generate
the drag acceleration profile. In this study, the interpolation

depends on the parameter k. If k ¼ 1, the minimum drag
profile is generated, and if k ¼ 0, the maximum drag profile
is generated. The reference drag profile Dref is given by

Drefð ~EÞ ¼ kDmaxð ~EÞ þ ð1� kÞDminð ~EÞ ð35Þ
where 0 < k < 1, Dmax and Dmin are obtained by Eq. (29)
offline.

Since the drag acceleration of both the transition point and
the target point is specified for the trajectory planning of glide

phase, we use two linear functions with the energy as abscissa
to modify the reference drag profile:
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Dref ¼
Dc þD1 �Dc

E1 � Ec

ðE� EcÞ ~Ec 6 ~E < ~Ec þ 0:1

kDmax þ ð1� kÞDmin
~Ec þ 0:1 6 ~E < 0:9

Df þD2 �Df

E2 � Ef

ðE� EfÞ 0:9 6 ~E < 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð36Þ
where Dc and Ec are the drag acceleration and the non-

conventional energy of the transition point, while Df and Ef

are those of the target point. D1 and E1 are the drag accelera-

tion and the non-conventional energy for ~E ¼ ~Ec þ 0:1, D2 and
E2 are the drag acceleration and the non-conventional energy

for ~E ¼ 0:9. After Eqs. (34) and (36) are combined, the trajec-

tory length only depends on the parameter k.
The reference magnitude of the velocity Vref and the refer-

ence radius rref (the reference altitude href) can be obtained

by solving the set of Eqs. (3) and (11) in the case that the ref-
erence drag-versus-energy profile is specified. The equation set
is solved by secant method in this paper. Then the reference

flight path angle cref can be obtained by

cref ¼ arcsinð�r0refDrefÞ ð37Þ
where r0ref can be obtained by finite difference method. Ignoring

the Earth-rotation terms of Eq. (9), the reference bank angle
rref can be expressed as

cos rref ¼ V2
refDref

Lref

�c0ref þ
l
r2ref

� V2

rref

� �
cos cref
V2

refDref

� �
ð38Þ

where c0ref can also be obtained by finite difference method and

Lref is the lift acceleration corresponding to the Dref.

3.2.2. Lateral sub-planner

The constraints of the waypoints and the no-fly zones are con-
sidered in lateral trajectory planning, and satisfied by reversals

of bank angle. The reduced-order equations of lateral motion
for planning frame derives from the equations of motion in 3-
D Eqs. (5)–(10) with the non-conventional energy E as an inde-

pendent variable.

w0 ¼ � Lref

V2
refDref cos cref

sin r� cos cref sinw tan/
Drefrref

� 2xe

VrefDref

ðsin/� tan cref cosw cos/Þ

� x2
erref

V2
refDref cos cref

sinw sin/ cos/ ð39Þ

h0 ¼ � cos cref sinw
Drefrref cos/

ð40Þ

/0 ¼ � cos cref cosw
Drefrref

ð41Þ

where Lref, Dref; rref; Vref; cref and magnitude of the bank angle

r can be determined by longitudinal sub-planner. Hence Eqs.
(39)–(41) can be solved if the sign of bank angle is specified.

(1) Reversal logic-based on two-reverse mode for waypoints
and target point.

A series of points including the transition point, waypoints

and the target point, are referred to as the reference points
(RP). The longitude and latitude information of RP can be
transformed into the downrange and crossrange information
by Eqs. (16) and (17). Hence the ith RP can be expressed as
RPiðRDi;RCiÞ instead of RPiðhRPi;/RPiÞ, where RDi, RCi, hRPi,
/RPi are downrange, crossrange, longitude and latitude of

RPi, respectively. The crossrange errors are expected to be zero
at both the waypoints and the target point. Thus the trajectory
plan approach for them can be designed in a similar way. In

the process of entry, we can predict the crossrange at the way-
points and the target point by integrating the equations of lat-
eral motion Eqs. (39)–(41).

If one reverse mode is used between two adjacent points
RPi�1 and RPi, the parameter k cannot be updated after the
reverse point and the reference trajectory cannot, either. Hence
a single bank reversal can hardly keep a prefect control effect,

and the crossrange error at RPi may be intolerable if the
reverse point is too far away from RPi. On the other hand,
unnecessary reversals are not expected either. Hence we use

two-reverse mode for the crossrange error requirement at
RPi. We define the dRDi as

dRDi ¼ RDi � RDi�1 ð42Þ

Therefore, the down ranges of two reverse points are spec-

ified as RDi�1 þ p1dRDi and RDi�1 þ p2dRDi, where 0 < p1 <
p2 < 1 are the parameters of the two reversal mode. The rever-
sal strategy is as follows:

(A) If the downrange of current state fulfills RDi�1 6
RD < RDi�1 þ p1dRDi, p2 is specified as a constant value close
to 1.0, and the lateral sub-planner updates p1 to minimize
the crossrange error at RPi.

(B) If the downrange of current state RDi�1 þ p1dRDi 6
RD < RDi�1 þ p2dRDi, p2 is not specified any more, and the
lateral sub-planner updates p2 to minimize the crossrange error

at RPi.
(C) If the downrange of current state can be described as

RDi�1 þ p2dRDi 6 RD < RDi, the lateral sub-planner does not

update either p1 or p2.

(2) Reversal logic based on dynamic heading error corridor

for no-fly zone avoidance.

The reversal logic based on dynamic heading error corri-
dor is an extension of shuttle-type lateral guidance logic. It

is essential for defining dynamic heading error corridor to
determine the minimum and maximum boundaries of the
head angle w according to the relative motion between no-

fly zone and vehicle current line of sight. As shown in
Fig. 3, we assume that the central position and the radius
of the no-fly circular zone are Nðhn;/nÞ and rn, and the

vehicle’s current and target position are Eðhe;/eÞ and
Tðhf;/fÞ. tef is defined as the angle between the vehicle’s cur-
rent line of sight ET and local longitude line. teg is defined

as the angle between the tangent EG and local longitude
line. Both tef and teg are measured from the north in the

clockwise direction.
As shown in Fig. 3, the vehicle is on the west of the

target point and avoids the no-fly zone from north side.
There are two possible cases for relative position of line of
sight ET and no-fly zone. One is that ET overpasses the

no-fly zone (Fig. 3(a)) and the other is that ET does not
overpasses the no-fly zone (Fig. 3(b)). If ET overpasses
the no-fly zone, the boundaries of the heading angle are

specified as



Fig. 3 Position of line of sight relative to no-fly zone.
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wmin ¼ teg � dw

wmax ¼ teg

�
ð43Þ

If ET does not overpasses the no-fly zone, the boundaries of
the heading angle are given by

wmin ¼ minðteg � dw; tef � dw=2Þ
wmax ¼ minðteg; tef þ dw=2Þ

�
ð44Þ

According to the previous analysis, the overall approach to
determine the range of the heading angle is as follows. The

parameters s1, s2 and s0 are defined as

s1 ¼
1 he P hf
�1 he < hf

�

s2 ¼
1 /e P /n

�1 /e < /n

�
s0 ¼ s1s2

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð45Þ

where s1 ¼ 1 means that the vehicle is on the east of the current

target point and s1 ¼ �1 means the vehicle is on the west of the
target point. In addition, s2 ¼ 1 happens when the vehicle
avoids the no-fly zone from the north side, while s2 ¼ 1 hap-

pens when the vehicle avoids the no-fly zone from the south
side.

(A) If s1he > s1hn � rn=re, the no-fly zone has not been
avoided. The minimum and maximum values of the heading

angle are given by

wmin ¼ s0 max s0 minðteg; teg þ s0dwÞ; s0ðtef � dw=2Þ� �
wmax ¼ s0 maxðs0 maxðteg; teg þ s0dwÞ; s0ðtef þ dw=2ÞÞ

(

ð46Þ
(B) If s1he 6 s1hn � rn=re, the no-fly zone has been avoided

and the values of wmin and wmax are
wmin ¼ tef � dw=2

wmax ¼ tef þ dw=2

�
ð47Þ

Since the minimum and maximum boundaries of the head
angle w are specified, the reverse logic based on dynamic head-

ing error corridor is designed as

signðrÞ ¼
�1 w > wmax

1 w < wmin

signðrl�1Þ wmin 6 w 6 wmax

8><
>: ð48Þ

where rl�1 is the latest bank angle command.
In summary, the main function of the longitudinal sub-

planner is to adjust the parameter k to meet the terminal down-
range requirement and the lateral sub-planner specifies the
appropriate bank-reversal timings so that the vehicle can fly

over the waypoints, avoid the no-fly zones and meet the
terminal crossrange requirement. The longitudinal and lateral
sub-planners are iteratively employed until the downrange
requirements, crossrange requirements and all the path

constraints are satisfied. The flowchart of the proposed trajectory
planning approach is shown in Fig. 4. The iterations are not more
than 3 in the following test in Section 5, hence the trajectory

planner can generate the feasible glide phase trajectory rapidly.

4. Trajectory tracker based on ADRC

According to Section 3.2, radius r, velocity V, heading angle w
and coordinates ðh;/Þ of the transition point are specified for
the trajectory planning algorithm at glide phase. However, the

flight path angle of the transition point is not specified, which
makes the vehicle deviate from the reference trajectory when
the reference bank angle rref is employed. Moreover, the
approximation in Eq. (4) also results in deviation. To solve

the problem, a trajectory tracker based on ADRC is intro-
duced in this section. The objective of the trajectory tracker
is to steer the bank angle so that the vehicle follows the refer-

ence trajectory produced by the planner. As shown in Fig. 3,
the controller, which has the function of ADRC, consists of
following parts34: (A) a nonlinear tracking differentiator

(TD) that is used to arrange the ideal transient process of
the system; (B) ESO, which estimates all the disturbances from
the system output and compensates the disturbances according

to the estimated values; (C) a nonlinear state error feedback
(NLSEF) that is used to obtain the control of the system.

In Fig. 5, V stands for reference signal. Altitude h is selected
to be reference signal in this study. The altitude rate with

degree g ¼ 2 can be obtained as

€h ¼ aþ bu ð49Þ
Note that u ¼ cos r is the control variable. In addition, a

and b can be expressed as

a ¼ �D sin cþ V2

r
cos c� l

r2
þ x2

er sin c cos/ðsin c cos/
� cos c cosw sin/Þ þ 2xeV cos c sinw cos/þ x2

er

� cos/ðcos c cos/þ sin c cosw sin/Þ ð50Þ

b ¼ L cos c ð51Þ
and the altitude rate can be obtained as

_h ¼ V sin c ð52Þ



Fig. 4 Flowchart of trajectory planning approach.
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Define the state x1 ¼ h, x2 ¼ _h, and x3 ¼ a, where, x3 is the

extended state. According to Eq. (49), the system can be
rewritten as
_x1 ¼ x2

_x2 ¼ x3 þ bu

_x3 ¼ m

y ¼ x1

8>>><
>>>:

ð53Þ

where m stands for the derivative of a. Then, an extended state
observer (ESO) for Eq. (53) can be obtained as

e ¼ z1 � y

_z1 ¼ z2 � b1e

_z2 ¼ z3 � b2falðe; d; dÞ þ bu

_z3 ¼ �b3falðe; d1; dÞ

8>>><
>>>:

ð54Þ

where e is the estimation error of ESO, and z1, z2, and z3 are
the observer outputs. z1 is used to estimate system output, z2
is used to estimate the differential of system output and z3 is
extended state variable to estimate comprehensive disturbance.
b1, b2, and b3 are the observer gains. falð�Þ is a continuous

power function with a linear segment near origin and can be
expressed as

falðe; d; dÞ ¼ jej=d1�d jej 6 d

jejdsgnðeÞ jej > d

(
ð55Þ

where 0 < d < 1; d > 0.
d; d1, d, b1, b2, and b3 are the parameters to be designed.

The output of the observer can track h, _h, and a precisely if
the six parameters are tuned appropriately. Using the ADRC

algorithm, the control law can be designed as

u ¼ ðu0 � z3Þ=b0 ð56Þ
where b0 is the approximate value of b. u0 can be obtained by a
nonlinear combination of error signal and its differential:

u0 ¼ b01falðe1; a1; dÞ þ b02falðe2; a2; dÞ ð57Þ
where the conditions are 0 < a1 < 1, 0 < a2 < 1 and

e1 ¼ h� z1, e2 ¼ _h� z2.

Furthermore, the angular rate of the bank angle especially
at the reverse point is also considered and the bank angle can
be modified by

r ¼
signðrrefÞjrj; j _rj 6 _rmax

rl�1 þ signðrrefÞjrj � ri�1

jsignðrrefÞjrj � ri�1j _rmax; j _rj > _rmax

8<
: ð58Þ

where rref is the reference bank angle generated by trajectory
planner. r and rl�1 are current and latest bank angle com-
mand, respectively. r and rl�1 are generated by trajectory

tracker.

5. Assessment of guidance performances

As stated above, the guidance is composed of a trajectory
planner and a trajectory tracker. The proposed trajectory
planner updates the reference trajectory every 60:0 s, however,
as the vehicle flies close to the target, that is, the normalized

energy ~E P 0:8, the update period should be reduced and
the author specified it as 20:0 s. The reference trajectory gener-
ated by trajectory planning each time is employed as the initial

guess for next time. In this paper, the initial guess of parameter
k in Eq. (36) is 0.5. In addition, the initial guess of parameters
p1 and p2 are 0.5 and 0.95, respectively. The preselected values



Fig. 5 ADRC topology.

Table 1 Positions of EI and geographic constraints for 5 missions.

Mission Initial longitude and latitude ðh0;/0Þð�Þ Initial heading angle w0ð�Þ Geographic constraint

Mission 1 (55.0, �20.0) 65.0 None

Mission 2 (55.0, �10.0) 65.0 Waypoint A

Mission 3 (55.0, 0) 80.0 Waypoint B, Waypoint A

Mission 4 (55.0, 10.0) 90.0 No-fly zone C, Waypoint A

Mission 5 (55.0, 20.0) 85.0 No-fly zone C

Fig. 6 Altitude histories of entry vehicle for Mission

1–Mission 5.
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of eh and e/ in Eq. (22) are set as 0.15 and 0.2, respectively. The

independent variable of the reference trajectory is non-
conventional energy E, while the practical trajectory is
obtained by integrating over the time of the Eq. (1). After

the reference trajectory is generated, the trajectory tracker
based on ADRC generates the control command of the
practical trajectory every 0.5 s.

The Lockheed–Martin CAV-H model is employed in the
numerical tests. The weight of CAV-H model is about
907:2 kg and the lift and drag coefficients are obtained from

Ref. 36 with the reference area prescribed as 0:4839 m2. The
maximum lift-to-drag ratio is 3.5. The control constraints are

a 2 ½5�; 25��, r 2 ½�90�; 90��, j _aj 6 5ð�Þ=s and j _rj 6 20ð�Þ=s.
The parameters of the angle of attack profile Eq. (28) are spec-
ified as V1 ¼ 5000 m=s, V2 ¼ 2000 m=s, a1 ¼ 20�, and a2 ¼ 10�.
In addition, the maximum heating rate, aerodynamic load and

dynamic pressure are specified as _Qmax ¼ 1:5� 106 W=m2,

nmax ¼ 3:0, qmax ¼ 105 Pa.

5.1. Guidance adaptability assessment with different EI and

different geographic constraints

The altitude, velocity and flight path angle of EI are specified as
h0 ¼ 80 km, V0 ¼ 7000 m=s and c0 ¼ 0�. The terminal

constraints are h�f ¼ 27 km, V�
f ¼ 2000 m=s, h�f ¼ 115� and

/�
f ¼ 15�.
The predetermined geographic constraints include waypoint

A, waypoint B and no-fly zone C. The longitude and the
latitude of waypoint A and waypoint B are ð100:0�; 10:0�Þ
and ð85:0�; 5:0�Þ, respectively. The central position of the
no-fly zone C is ð80:0�; 15:0�Þ and the radius of the no-fly zone
C is 667:9 km.

In order to test the adaptability of the guidance method, 5
missions with various EI and geographic constraints are
employed. The initial longitude, initial latitude, initial heading
angle and geographic constraints are shown in Table 1. In

addition, the results for the 5 missions without disturbances
are shown in Figs. 6–8.

The altitude history shown in Fig. 6 illustrates that the large

phugoid oscillations are effectively damped out in the entry
trajectory. All entry trajectories are divided into initial descent
phases and glide phases. For initial descent phase, the vehicle
descends and enters the entry corridor. For glide phase, the

reference altitude which is specified by the major part of the
reference drag profile decreases monotonically, and the alti-
tude tracker based on ADRC works effectively. As shown in

Fig. 7, all the geographic constraints specified in Table 1 are
satisfied and all the generated trajectories reach the same target
point lastly.

The history of heating rate, dynamic pressure, aerodynamic
load and drag acceleration is shown in Fig. 8. The bold lines in
bottom right of Fig. 8 stand for maximum drag boundary and



Fig. 7 Ground tracks of entry vehicle for Mission 1–Mission 5.
Fig. 9 Altitude and flight path angle.
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minimum drag boundary. It is observed that all the typical
path constraints are satisfied during entry flight.

Furthermore, the test results compared with PID method

for Mission 4 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 based on the
tracking law proposed by Section 4. In order to focus on the
comparison of ADRC and PID, the reference trajectory,
which trajectory planner generates for the first time, does not

update.
Fig. 8 Path c
As shown in Fig. 9, the ADRC altitude profile tracks the ref-

erence profile perfectly. In addition, the terminal altitude and
velocity by the tracker based on ADRC are 27:009 km and
2000:275 m=s, while PID’s are 27:058 km and 2002:380 m=s.
The flight path angle profile illustrates that the ripple and
overshoot are greatly reduced with the help of ADRC
controller. As shown in Fig. 10, the bank angle commands

generated by PID and ADRC all satisfy the control constraints.
onstraints.



Fig. 10 Bank angle.

Table 2 Dispersions in Monte Carlo simulation.

Parameter Mean 3r

Initial altitude error (km) 0 1.0

Initial longitude error (�) 0 0.1

Initial latitude error (�) 0 0.1

Initial velocity error (km/s) 0 0.1

Initial flight path angle error (�) 0 0.1

Initial heading angle error (�) 0 0.1

Drag coefficient error (%) 0 10

Lift coefficient error (%) 0 10

Atmospheric density error (%) 0 10

Vehicle mass error (%) 0 5

Fig. 11 Altitude histories for 1000 dispersed cases.

Fig. 12 Terminal altitude errors and velocity errors.

Fig. 13 Ground tracks for 1000 dispersed cases.

Fig. 14 Terminal positions for 1000 dispersed cases.
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5.2. Monte Carlo simulation

To further evaluate the robustness of the entry guidance
method proposed in this paper, dispersion study was executed
for Mission 4 by Monte Carlo simulation. The distribution of

the initial condition and modeling errors are shown in Table 2.
The altitude history for 1000 dispersed cases is shown in

Fig. 11 and the zoom-in view near the target is shown in the

inset at the top right of the figure. As shown in Fig. 12,
the maximum and mean value of terminal altitude error are
0:130 km and 0:006 km, respectively. And the maximum and
mean values of terminal velocity error are 2:431 m=s and
1:239 m=s, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 13, the ground tracks of Mission 4 for

1000 dispersed cases avoid the no-fly zone C, then pass the
waypoint A and reach target point successfully in the end.
The two zoom-in views near the waypoint A and target point

are shown in the inset at the top and the bottom right of the
figure, respectively. Terminal positions for 1000 dispersed
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cases are shown in Fig. 14. The maximum and mean values of
terminal distance error are 5:170 km and 2:902 km, respec-
tively. It can be observed that 99.0% of the terminal miss dis-

tances are within 5:0 km of the target.

6. Conclusion

A framework of entry guidance methodology for relatively
high L=D vehicles combining onboard feasible trajectory plan-
ner and robust trajectory tracker is established. The trajectory

planner that is designed by drag-versus-energy profile can plan
a feasible reference trajectory satisfying the geographic con-
straints online. Furthermore, the trajectory planning method

is able to generate the associated reference altitude profile
simultaneously. Large phugoid oscillations of the altitude pro-
file are effectively damped out. Moreover, the robust trajectory

tracker based on ADRC, is employed to track the reference
altitude profile. The numerical adaptability test illustrates that
the proposed guidance method features the capability of steer-
ing the entry vehicle to the target point precisely with different

geographic constraints from different EI. Furthermore, the
Monte Carlo simulation tests indicate that the proposed guid-
ance method is robust to the presence of a wide range of initial

uncertainties and dynamic disturbances.
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